Adopting a pure-cloud or hybrid ERP
model with Capgemini’s ERPAdvantage

In today’s global economy, businesses rely on enterprise
resource planning (ERP) as the mainstay of their operations
to ensure standardization, collaboration, and efficiency. ERP
systems are expected to reduce costs, provide greater visibility,
and improve compliance. Well-functioning ERP systems
should increase process automation and decrease time spent
reporting and reworking.

Bringing your ERP to the 21st century
Capgemini understands these challenges and recognizes that
you need an ERP solution that allows you to take advantage
of the agility and cost efficiencies associated with cloud
computing. Capgemini’s ERPAdvantage offers a solution that
enables enterprises to successfully integrate traditional ERP
functions with cloud capabilities or completely move their
finance and procurement functions to the cloud.
ERPAdvantage includes:

In reality, managing traditional, on-premise ERP software
can be time-consuming, costly, and inefficient, especially
when there are non-standard business processes across
geographies, disparate systems that need to be upgraded,
and multiple licenses and vendor relationships that need
to be maintained. It’s even more concerning that at a time
when industry disruptors are leveraging the digital and cloud
technologies to get ahead, on-premise ERP can inhibit
innovation, agility, and ultimately, competitiveness.

• Integration of on-premise and cloud: Provides the
correct combination of on-premise and Software as a
Service (SaaS) while leveraging Platform as a Service
(PaaS) with Capgemini’s COMPLETE (Capgemini
Orchestration Management PLatform End To End) to reduce
implementation time
• Pure SaaS options: Helps you move completely to the cloud
for back-office functions in alignment with business needs
• Application configuration accelerators: Offers a standard
set of reusable assets as part of the proof-of-concept

Because ERPAdvantage includes industrialized methods,
assets, and accelerators as well as Capgemini’s portfolio of
PaaS, SaaS, and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) offerings, it
allows you to adopt Oracle Cloud very rapidly. It also reduces
risk thanks to a pre-packaged scope and a set of templates that
include process design and training. Additionally, subscriptionbased pricing and pre-configured solutions means that you can
significantly reduce costs and project timelines. In addition to
a hybrid model, ERPAdvantage allows enterprises to shift their
financials and procurement functions completely to the cloud.

Complete back-office transformation
with an ERPAdvantage hybrid model
Capgemini’s ERPAdvantage delivered as a hybrid model
integrates on-premise ERP for central corporate functions
with SaaS for divisions, subsidiaries, and shared functions.
Beyond reducing IT cost, it enables companies to adopt some
of today’s cloud-enabled best practices to improve the agility,
effectiveness, and value of their finance and procurement
functions and drive transformation.

Modernizing financial processes
with ERPAdvantage for
Oracle Financials Cloud
Capgemini’s ERPAdvantage for financials is a cloud solution that
helps finance departments leverage the Oracle Financials Cloud
for greater agility and reduced costs. It includes Capgemini
tools and accelerators to streamline the implementation of
financial business processes on the cloud for efficient, realtime analytics, faster reporting, and increased user adoption of
finance tools.

Streamlining procurement
with ERPAdvantage for Oracle
Procurement Cloud
Capgemini’s ERPAdvantage for procurement is a cloud solution
that allows companies to leverage Oracle Procurement Cloud
to gain access to real-time buying information, increase
visibility, ensure optimal industry levels, better define negotiating
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processes, and create complex contracts and approvals.
ERPAdvantage accelerates implementation with a preconfigured environment and asset kit based on industry best
practices and processes.

Why Capgemini?
With over 13,500 Oracle expert consultants worldwide and
more than 650 trained specialists for Oracle cloud applications,
Capgemini is well-positioned to help companies take their
traditional ERP to the cloud with Oracle Financials Cloud and
Oracle Procurement Cloud. Our consultants have deep industry,
cloud, and business process expertise to help you realize the
business value of ERP cloud implementations regardless of size,
sector, or business requirements.
Capgemini is an Oracle Diamond level partner and founding
member of Oracle’s Cloud Advisory Committee. Capgemini
uses its Oracle Center of Excellence and Oracle Solution Center
to create valuable solutions built on Oracle technology, develop
repetitive and common functionality to increase time to value,
and build Capgemini Intellectual Property. ERPAdvantage
leverages the strength of the Capgemini and Oracle partnership
into viable and innovative solutions for enterprises.

For more information, visit:

www.capgemini.com/oracle/erpadvantage
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environment including configurations for a co-existence
strategy with Oracle E-Business Suite 12.2.4 and Oracle
Cloud
• Best practice process mapping: Leverages pre-built
standard process designs per industry best practices
and prior implementation experience that reduce
risk, configuration and customization, and support
industry standards
• Pre-built training materials: Documents business
processes as flexible learning materials that can be delivered
in instructor-led sessions or utilized in self-study mode

